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This book consists of about 10 chapters.(your precalc professor will probably only cover 8 of

them).Each chapter consists of about five or six topic sections.Each section contains about 5 pages

of reading and another 2 pages with review questions (approximately 90-120+ questions).I initially

bought the fifth edition and weeks later upgraded to the 6th. I see only two differences between the

old and new edition. The prerequisite chapter (covering review material from previous math class) is

located in the front of the 5th edition, but in the back of the 6th edition. As for the five pages of

reading material per section, I found them to be exactly the same (as far as I could tell). However

the review questions in the back have a somewhat different order. In my opinion, about 90% of the

review question (the examples that professors assign for homework) are present in both edition.

However, in the sixth edition, some of the questions are in slightly mixed order. What this means to

people buying the fifth edition, is that after each math class, you'll need to compare and match the

review questions in your book with those of your fellow classmate's sixth edition text. Personally I

don't believe that it's worth the effort to buy the old edition, since you can find the new sixth edition

... on .com, ..., etc. Something I strongly recommend is purchasing the solutions guide. The titles are

Study and Solutions Guide by Dianna Zook, but the title is misleading. It is ONLY a solutions guide,

with answers for the odd-numbered questions broken down into four steps. The text book only



supplies the odd-numbered answers without being broken down into steps. ... Just keep in mind that

the sixth edition textbook and solutions guide has a publish date of 2003 or 2004.

I reported them to  months ago - nothing's changed.There are two different books on .com:BOOK 1:

"Precalculus 5/e" by Larson & Hostetler (search for 0618052852 on .com). It has a very good

supplement - "Study and Solutions Guide" by Dianna Zook (0618072713).Both books were

published by Houghton Mifflin Company, which has nice resource site [...]I have no affiliation with

this publisher. From the pull-down "Precalculus" window Select Title "Precalculus 5/e

Larson/Hostetler ((c)2001)". You'll be very pleased with the links you find there. If you seriously want

to ace Precalculus - get both - "Precalculus" and "Study...".BOOK 2: "Precalculus Functions and

Graphs: A Graphing Approach/Precalculus With Limits: A Graphing Approach (Student Study

Guide)" by Larson (0618074104).Here's one bug:Somehow reviews posted for BOOK 1 got

mirrored onto BOOK 2 or vice versa (compare books' reviews).Another bug:Book 2 in reality has a

title "Study and Solution Guide" and its authors are Bruce Edwards and Dianna Zook (not Larson).

Compare it with "Study and Solutions Guide for Precalculus Functions and Graphs : A Graphing

Approach and: Precalculus With Limits : A Graphing Approach" (0669417297), which is older: 2/e,

(c)1997.Book 2 gives solutions to odd-numbered excersizes and to all Chapter Practice Tests and

to Chapter and Cumulative Tests in both "Precalculus Functions and Graphs...3/e" (0618052909)

and "Precalculus with Limits...3/e" (0618052917).Those two books were published in 2001 by

Houghton Mifflin Company. On [...] from the pull-down "Precalculus" window select either of their

titles.
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